Frames

Wood-Glass Doors &
Variants with Light Openings
skillfully combined

Frame RE
Door leaf E

Frame RR
Door leaf PF06

Flush-optic
NEW
The door leaf is rebated.
Seen from the opening
side, however, it looks like
a full-flush door. From the
closing side, you can see
a shadow gap running
around it. A standard frame
for rebated doors can be
used for this model - only
appropriate locking plate and hinges need to be
taken into account.

Our full-flush glass door set
Aalto now is available with Lebolit
frame, too.

Lightline 1
in Lebolit
Premium Aland
Pine Polar

Accessories

Lebolit

Your life. Your door.

With the compliments of

The „Luana Metaopt“ and „Luana Metal“ design impress with hteir
high-quality pilaster strips in various patterns, either metal-coloured
or in brushed stainless steel look.
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The surfaces
Lebolit | CPL Premium

Decorative CPL doors

Lebolit | CPL Nature

Oak Raw Effect

Oak Raw Effect Cross

Oak Anthracite

Cherry Romana

Cherry Romana Cross

Walnut

STS Oak Anthracite Cross

Walnut Cross

Varied and hard-wearing

LEBOLIT (CPL) is a multi-layered laminate, made of decor papers which have
been impregnated with melamine resin, artificial resin or protective lacquers. Its
construction is comparable with that of laminate floors and kitchen worktop surfaces and it is therefore ideally suited to areas which undergo a lot of hard wear.

Oak Vintage

STS Oak Vintage Cross

Aland Pine Polar

STS Aland Pine Polar Cross

Larch Limed

STS Larch Limed Cross

LEBOLIT doors from LEBO suit every style of living thanks to our great range of
decors and colours. Discover it for yourself!

The advantages of the Lebolit surfaces:
robust and easy-to-care
versatile in style

Oak Sonoma

Lebolit | CPL Standard

available as storey-high element and/or with various functions
(e.g. soundproof, climate class, etc.)
also available as double-leaf door
and with attractive design variants with light openings or as wood-glass
doors

New
surface

with a high-value postforming edge PF06 or squared edge E

Oak Nordic

NEW

STS Oak Nordic Cross

White 9016

STS Pearl White

Lebolit | CPL Standard
STS revetment
This new solution in various
Lebolit surfaces is ideal to create
a matching frame for our sliding
doors used in 100mm-drywall
sliding-door sytems! For
available surfaces, please check
STS on the surfaces displayed on
the right.

Maple

Ash white

White 9010

Pearl Grey

Silver Grey

Beech

